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Abstract: Nationality question - a collection political, social, cultural and other fact, generated ethnic and confession by diversity of colors of the population to Russian empire - with the first days soviet authorities was brought forth on foreground, having become hardly not the most sharp problem, required immediate decisions and immediate action.
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Favourable between nations climate in condition a lot of ethnus, created in independent Uzbekistan, is a priceless capital, which carefully is protected by state and emerges the main by purpose national politicians, her(its) practical entailment in life.

The Responsible role in ensuring the problems of the national rebirth, shaping economic strong and spiritual sound civil society is called play the history science. What the President I.A. Karimov, "create the truthful history to our nations that she given our folk by spiritual power, has revived our pride....Impossible realize itself without knowledge truthful istorii"[1, p.149-150].

The Strategy concrete action on recovery and system realignment function history science, reinforcement its dug in spiritual improvement, recovering the truth to histories was marked by chapter state on meeting with scientific public of the republic by summer 1998, in the following appearances, denoted shaping to national ideology. She defines insistent need of the deep study of the real regularities of the public development, comprehensions with position of the ideologies to independence of the epochs ascent and crisis period in national history, discovery factor without information influences tsarist and soviet mode, use the positive experience to histories in modern transformation.

In light these priority problems big theoretical, idea - political and cognitive importance has an objective reassessment of the history problem of the relations between republic and folk to former empire, in particular, Turkestan edge.

In given relationship it is important to notice that as far back as tsarist time, but then, in soviet historioriography was confirmed concept about person "civilizations to missions of" Russia in achieved Central Asia region. She was seen in "powerful social-economic ascent", breakout folk edges from "ancient backwardness” to "top of the history progress".[2, p.3] As from autumn 1917, and on length of the whole first half XX age began mass orrox uzbek with territory their traditional residence. The Immigration uzbek possible to split into the following stages: 1917-1924, 1925-1930 and 1939-1945-e years.[3, p.4] In 1918 under Turkkommac TASSR functioned the uzbek division.

Turkestan’s commissariat on national deals with moment of its origin, since 1918 as follows, has emerged the conductor an ideas soviet authorities amongst folk Turkestan. The Soviet power was perceived by majority of the population of the republic as alien, carry by means of red army bayonet. The Created bolshevik advices and their
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executive committees did not use the authority beside dominant part scolded Turkestan’s. All available facility they opposed the bookmark of the soviet structures, did not participate on measure of the possibility in choice in soviet organs. As a result discriminating moment soviet construction considered period was shown that on level it existed mainly in city, on node railway station, populated mainly workers-europeans.

The most important pulse defined discontent of the broad masses of the scolded population of the edge by soviet power, invariably emerged the nationality question. He was perceived in miscellaneous layer Turkestan’s society ambiguous. The extensive gamma of the presentations was marked about fetter and method of the national self-determination, level and quality of its expression.

Undertaking in life these most important action and checking for their performance, were entrusted on organizing-agitation division Turkkomnac TASSR. One of the forms of attraction of the labor masses of the different nationalities Turkestan in organ of power were on the first time moslem Advices, regional and district national commissariat and divisions at Advice worker and soldier deputy[4, p.2].

Organizing-agitation division assisted creation an organ soviet authorities in village and aul. In soviet and party circle rose the question about involvement big amount local workman in construction of the Republic, and simultaneously happened to to speak and about the other question, shown not separate for realization first - a revealing the new personnel(frames), which could be used in functioning(working) the different institutions.[5, p.128]

Rapt attention has spared the central government to preparation in edge corresponding to ideological and party-soviet personnel(frames), workman "cultural front". At September 1918, Turkkomnac TASSR for preparing the personnel(frames) organizer and political agitator has directed on scholastic rates under commissariat Husbandries S.Kosbarmakov, Yakkubaev, Muhtar Saidzhanov and Muhammed Vafgaliyeva,[6,p.174] In 1918 under commissariat on national deals were created rates for preparing instructor-political agitator (the period of the education 2 months). According to position, designed under the direction of agitation division Turkkomnac - Yu.Ibragimova, on rates were allowed person, recommended regional and district party organization, without difference of the nationalities, flap and not younger 20 years. The Rates were calculated on 60 persons, since 22 May 1919 were trained 80 persons (the period of the education 4 months).[7,p.368-370] Occupation began As of L.M.Landy first set on December 20 1918 y., the third - has finished its program on October 20 1919 First two issues rate give 52 political agitators, the third - 63.[8, p.107]

However, these numerals, in respect of the first two issues particularly, do not give the faithfull belief about result of preparation commissariats local personnel. So, the first set midshipman has heard whole 18 hours lecture and was directed on functioning. In second set was whole 36 persons, of them have finished the rates - 12, has heard - 9, does not окончили - 4, have prematurely left -11. From 36 specified listeners executive committee Advice was sent only 7 (Tashkent’s district ispolkomom-2, Kattakurgan - 2, Turkestan - 1, Golodn ostep - 1, Samarkand district-town executive committee - 1). Amongst they have finished rates 4 persons, has heard - 1, not have finished - 2.[9, p.199]

Thereby if present scales Turkestan’s republic and her(tis) need for soviet workman of the scolded nationalities, possible confirm that at the end 1918 - begin 1919 they practically nearly did not prepare. Only organization rate in medium 1919 on base of the new position promoted the негоропоны to increase the number their graduate.[10, p.121-122] Purpose to propagandas consisted in that to the current events in light politicians, in available form to carry to broad masses toiling ideas to parties. The most important particularity to political propaganda was her(tis) mass. She covered all layer of folk.[11, p.5, 10] In propagandas were broadly used heaven and earth influences: print, radio, cinema, spoken and visual aidses. The Task stood in that that party organizations it is correct used these important facilities of the influence, skilfully used in political functioning amongst working.[12, p.20-21] Enormous range has got the spoken propaganda: were conducted conversations, appearances managing party and soviet workman.

**Forms and methods of the functioning organizing-agitation division Turkkomnac.** Big functioning was winnowed Under the auspices of Uzbek division Turkkomnac society "Kumak". Uchashchisya local nationalities sent for border through central organ for termination of the formation. The Main control mug was found in Tashkent.[13, p.129] Activity mug was kept on local facilities responsive to account of the facilities of the population. In circle was deducted 5% of the money of the edge, 3% incom from all uzbek theatrical and cultural institutions, 2% total incom uzbek public division, 2% from all made on the part of uzbek (the horse race) and 50% net income mug were fixed in fund pupil sent for limits RSFSR.[14, p.291-292] Special role in activity Turkkomnac Turkestan Republic in propagandistic functioning amongst scolded nationalities played the press. The Springtime 1918 Sovnarkom Turkestan Republic nationalized to printing houses and lithographies, belonged to “organ of the bourgeois print”.  
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**ISPC Results and Perspectives, Harrisburg, USA**
The Rash rate was created soviet periodic print. Herewith issue of the newspapers and journal was spared alongside with russian publishing emphases on languages of the scolded nationalities. At the first year of its functioning Narkomnac RSFSR has published the newspapers on 20 languages more then.[15, p.69] Issue of the newspaper "Life of the nationalities" began Since November 3 1918 - an organ Narkomnac RSFSR. On decision I convention to Communist parties Turkestan June 20 1918 began the issue on languages of the local nationalities of the newspaper "Ishtrakiyun" - an organ to Communist parties Turkestan and Turkkommac Turkestan’s ASSR. First, the newspaper left three times at week on uzbek (the part - on kazakh) by languages. With 1 March 1919 she left daily on 3 thous. copy.

In 1918-1922 y. local divisions Public commissariat on national deals Republic in Samarkand, Namangan, Fergan and the other cities published the following newspapers: "Mehnatkashlar ruyuni", "Halk razerlari", "Fargona axborot", "Ishchilar kalkani", "Erkinlik", "Young Shark", "Bulletin", and others. Andizhan’s division on national deals on meeting of the boards from August 4 1919 has resolved: for publishing the newspaper on moslem language found the editorial board. Conducted share were given under slogan of the generation "really free periodic print". Indeed went active totalization publishing production. Unlike existed earlier democratic printed organ, reflecting broad spectrum glance position, soviet print was targeted solely on strengthening of the soviet mode and ruling positions to communist party.

Tashkent’s committee RSFSR has solved to organize the remittance of the political brochures on uzbek language for spreading them amongst local nationalities. Noting that actions necessary "hotly to greet that outside former mode did not use delay for their own bad agitation celey". Created different committees, alliances, organizations, also conducted broad organizing-agitation functioning for attraction of the local nationalities in their own rows.

At October of the same year is organized alliance of the poverty, founder of the first alliance in Fergana area was Yu.Ahunbabaev. 1005 Mass-meetings were organized during alliance, amongst dekhkan, in good supply wide-spread on local languages of the newspaper, leaflets and posters. These demonstrative facilities expressed that it is difficult could be to tell and as a result, the whole in Samarkand area before 10 May 1921 were created 328 alliances, united 37856 members.

For 1917-1918 gg. in Turkestan were released "Nazhot", "Kengash", "Turon", "Turk Eli", "Ulug Turkiston", "Hurriyat", "Turk narrow", "Vat", "Nomad's tents", as well as the other newspapers and journals, which covered in itself different information from life Turkestan Republic . Broad issue of the newspaper "Life of the nationalities" began Since November 3 1918 - an organ Narkomnac RSFSR. I convention has come to a conclusion about publishing the new printed organ "Ishtrakiyun" ("Communist"), which regularly illuminated the party life. The row first number soviet newspapers leaves At July on uzbek language: July 20 in Tashkent "Ishtrakiyun", hereinafter left under name "Dogwood flag" on uzbek language, on kirghiz - "Ak stake", on turkmen - "Turkmen", July 27 - "notify" in Fergane.

Andijan division on national deals on meeting of the boards from 4аапрьц 1919 has resolved: "for publishing the newspapers on moslem language found the editorial board". The Component part to activity Narkomnac RSFSR was an active propaganda amongst moslem poverty. So, in medium of the May on 20сентра 1919 Narkomnac has sent 16 political agitators in districts, but at September - a November - in village and auls Tashkent’s district - 36 propagandists.In purpose of preparing the personnel(frames) lecturer, propagandist and instructor in commissariat husbandries at October 1919 and in Narkomnac RSFSR - a December 20 - were opened short-term rates.

For involvement of the local population were created feminine arrets, so for instance, at June 1922 in Tashkent created feminine arrets - "Manzura", "Yulduz", "Mahamdzazha", have united 80 womans to russian nation and 80 - a local nationalities. The Scolded population Turkestan Republic were attracted to public functioning (Saturday, construction of the railways, channel).

Main purpose to activity soviet organ was shown attraction of the local nationalities Turkestan in organ of power. In activity of the local councils of the republic existed one more typical phenomena: on convention not seldom majority delegate were shown representative toiling local nationalities, in исполкомы Advice however, as a rule, was elected 50% and less. In these Advice in realization executive authorities toiling local nationalities took the smaller participation, than in realization legislative authorities, but even elected in Advices and executive committees deputies of the scolded nationalities not always had a possibility to realize the right. For instance, at the end 1918 question were lifted in Fergana area advice about didn’t give to come muslin on meeting, the last protested that "they such members Sovdepa, either as all other members".

In Semirechensk and Syrdariya areas not infrequent were an events of the pressure on delegate of the local nationalities on meeting executive committees and convention. To example, shall take the convention an Advice Aulie-Atinskogo district, which passed since 23 May on 1 June 1919r: 90 delegates was presented on convention from 51 volost of the advice, 7 organizations and 8 rural districts. Their them 25 delegates were an european
origin and 65 - a representative of the local nationalities. In ditto time for convention in исполнком and on job title managing division was elected 20 delegates, of them 10 european origins, and 10 - a local nationalities. On base of the called on studies, is organized analysis of the information summery from 1920, concerning correlations scolded and not scolded workman, was noted that "in high marginal organ of power - Sovnarkom - was not entered nor one representative of the scolded nationalities though population Turkestan, for instance, as of listing 1920, from the total number of the population - more than 5664 thous. person - an uzbeks formed 41,4%; the kazakhs - 19,3%; the kirghiz - 10,8%; the tadjiks - 7,7%; the turkmens - 4,7%; the karakalpaks - 1,4%”. Large, isolated by group of the population - 540,7 thous. forehead. (9,5% populations of the edge) were shown russian, the other nationalities - 5,2%.

In information summery from 1 June 1922 were noted that in commissariat provisions on 150 workmans of the scolded nationalities was only 4 persons. In commissariat public healths and state Publishers Turkestan’s republics, where in both institutions on 99 workman’s from scolded nationalities was only 4.

Necessary to note that amongst structures soviet народовласти in Turkestan the most disadvantage condition were found moslem Advices. Showing in its activity spontaneity and беспринципность Public commissariat on national deals Turkestan’s ASSR, all tried to use and save some moslem Advices as instrument of involvement of the scolded population in soviet construction.

Possible draw a conclusion that like information, reported in директивные organs Turkestan’s republics, allowed to warn the slantings in undertaking national politicians. These brought information, characterizing quantitative correlation only three commissariats, shows about not rational and proportional distribution power local workman between governments bleeding. Their were distribute, since part commissariats could dispense with smaller amount local workman, than Public commissariat Provisions and Public commissariat Enlightenments, by means of local workman have were able it is correct to put(deliver) and adapt its activity to places.

Thereby, entered information with sufficient persuasiveness speaks of that that in agitation functioning on places was much shortages: local committees to parties it is not enough distinctly and packed have adopted the primary tasks and elements of the agitation functioning. In ditto time, contents propaganda functioning itself sometimes continued to execute the task copied with Central Russia with the result that agitation activity lost the system and the sequence, to be in functioning from "event to mate".

In such complex condition and acted Turkkomnac TASSR:

In first, in the absence of practical help on the part of the Centre, government TASSR its incompetence and invalid position else more complicated functioning of this organ;

In secondly, in Turkkomnac worked the people, whose style was already penetrated vice party-administrative system;

In third, appeared local personnel compelled to comply with the instruction of the center, ignored specific particularities to psychologies, labour and wer populations of the local nationalities and etc.
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